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OVERPOPULATION - “A STUMBLING BLOCK IN THE GROWTH OF THE 

NATION” 

 "When there are more people than can live on the earth in comfort, happiness, and health 

and still leave the world a fit place for future generations."- George Morris1 

Pranjal Singh2 

ABSTRACT 

 At the point when we talk about the population the absolute first thing that strikes our psyche 

is a genuine danger, which's in this manner expanding for our substance and universe step by 

step. As such, we can say and revile that it is a worldwide natural issue showing an 

inauspicious impact on the climate and environment.  

Not just had this issue showed a foreboding impact on biodiversity yet it additionally 

influences the personal satisfaction of an individual, monetary status, clinical offices, 

instruction framework, and business measures positively. 

Fast expanding population development and constant economic advancement have caused 

natural issues across the world. As we realize that India is the second biggest populated 

country on the planet bearing 17.5% of the total populace. Nonetheless, because of which in 

agricultural nations like India, the pace of natural depletion and degradation quickly 

expanding. Which additionally prompts lessening of characteristic assets step by step in this 

way. According to the reports, the utilization of resources is high when contrasted with the 

assets renewed by Earth each year.  

To manage it, not just a couple of nations across the globe where the population development 

is at the top yet additionally any remaining nations should make genuine significant strides at 

the public and worldwide level to guarantee the accessibility of characteristic assets, 

biodiversity, biological system, and individual to resource life on earth and climate. This 

paper expects to feature what the quick development of the populace means for the financial 

turn of events and biodiversity of the country and it additionally attempts to recommend a 

few measures to control populace blast as well. 

                                                             
1 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/12281798/ 
2BBA LLB, THIRD YEAR, BABU BANARASI DAS UNIVERSITY, LUCKNOW. 
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INTRODUCTION 

At the hour of composing this article, it's horrendous to appreciate that the current population 

remains about 7.8 billion people groups across the globe. It could reach around 8 billion by 

2025 and about 8.9 billion by 2048 and may contact figures of 11 billion by 2100.  

Expanding population step by step is the night before a strain and awkward nature in the 

biodiversity and biological system of Earth. The population rate increments among lacking 

nations represented 2.3% each year and in created nations, it shows the boundary of 1.2% 

population every year. We are adding more than 2,20,000 individuals consistently to this 

planet or more than 150 individuals and 3 individuals each second, which shows the 

outstanding development of the population rate.  

On the off chance that we talk about the most populated nations on the planet, China remains 

at First with a 1,439,323,776-population having 18.47% of the complete world offer. India 

stands just beneath China with 1,380,004,385 population having 17.70% of all-out world 

offer, at that point the United States with 331,002,651 populaces having 4.25% of world offer 

populace development. The effect of overpopulation has serious harms and effects. 

The population is bringing hugely up in India creating it a critical, significant, and difficult 

issue. The individuals are overlooking the havoc explosion of population which drives to the 

debasement of countries prudent, social, and ecological equilibrium. Our Prime Minister Mr. 

Narendra Damodaran Modi has encouraged the country to comprehend the significance of 

birth prevention during his 73rd Independence Day discourse a year ago from the Red Fort, 

Delhi. 

The quick development in human people will accelerate the cultivating practices and 

mechanical upgrades in this way achieving disastrous to environment and prosperity. It also 

prompts deforestation, climate changes, defilement, demand increase, dejection, sways on 

Marine organic framework, etc. Hence, to decrease natural corruption and to ensure the 

upkeep of regular resources, there should be a prevalent knowledge of the repercussions of 

population that is overexpanding on the environment and our prosperity, which must be 

present independently. 
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BACKGROUND 

When you're in a train station, port, bus terminal, avenue, parking lot, school, shopping, 

store, mosque, or maybe even an interpersonal meeting, you will notice that these areas 

are overloaded at every point of time in the day. According to the historical 

demographers and researchers they estimated that around the years 1800 the overall 

population across the globe was only about 1 billion people, which shows the low 

exponential growth of overall population that time with 0.004% population annually but 

after 1800 this change fundamentally. 

Crucial rates in India the development of the populace relies on ripeness, mortality, and 

relocation. The interaction of sped-up populace development in India till the 1970s was 

seen to observe a peripheral decrease in growth rate during the 1980s, as the decade’s 

populace development was 23.9 % contrasted with 24.9 % in the 1970s. Further 

decreases in richness have been seen during the 1990s and 2000s. The assessed birth, 

demise, characteristic development, newborn child mortality, and all-out ripeness rates 

in India are introduced in Table 2. It is uncovered through it that the rate of birth in India 

has lessened from 33.9 per 1000 populaces in 5 1981 to 29 for every 1000 populaces in 

1991 and it lessened more to 25 for every 1000 populaces in 2001. On the other hand, 

unrefined demise rate has additionally lessened from 12.5 per 1000 populaces in 1981 to 

9.8 per 1000 populaces in 1991 and it further declined to 8 for every thousand populaces 

in 2001. The Total richness rate has lessened from 4.5 kids per lady in 1981 to 3.1 kids 

for each lady in 2001. The IMR Rate per thousand in India has consistently lessened 

numerically from 110 in every 1981 to 72 out of 1991 but still the picture doesn’t look 

good. Projected world growth populations from major reasons present in Table 13 

 

Region 

2010 

population 

(In millions) 

 

Low Fertility 

 

Medium 

Fertility 

 

High Fertility 

Latin 

America and 

 

590 

 

646 

 

751 

 

869 

                                                             
3 http://www.mapsofindia.com/ 
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the Caribbean 

Northern 

America 

 

345 

 

396 

 

447 

 

501 

 

Africa 

 

1,021 

 

1,934 

 

2,190 

 

2,471 

 

Europe 

 

740 

 

632 

 

720 

 

815 

More 

developed 

regions 

 

1,237 

 

1,159 

 

1,312 

 

1,480 

Less 

developed 

regions 

 

5,669 

 

6,955 

 

7,995 

 

9,138 

 

World 

 

6,896 

 

8,112 

 

9,306 

 

10,615 

OUTLINE OF POPULATION ERUPTION IN INDIA 

In India, because of the fast development of the population and the extension of advancement 

exercises, the climate is antagonistically influenced. The regular habitat is debasing through 

the uncontrolled development of urbanization, industrialization, and escalated farming 

exercises of individuals. The normal change in the populace bringing about the distinction in 

births over passing and the equilibrium of displacement and movement is named population 

development. It additionally influences the prudent advancement of the country and prompts 

different social and natural issues.  

The number of inhabitants in India, toward the start of the 20th century, was distinctly around 

234.8 million. The number of inhabitants in India expanded on multiple occasions during the 

time of 100 years to arrive at 1210 million every 2011. Curiously, the number of inhabitants 
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in India developed by one and half times in the initial 50 years of the 20th century while over 

the most recent fifty years it recorded an extraordinary multiple times expansion in the 

populace. Even though there is a little decrease in the populace development during the last 

three decades (1991-2011). The table shows the decadal development of the number of 

inhabitants in India during 1901-2011. 

IMPINGEMENT OF OVERPOPULATION 

Population's explosion has severe environmental consequences because it exceeds the earth's 

carrying capacity, puts enormous demands on land and resources, and causes widespread 

natural problems while also disrupting the global money and mode of living. Everyone will 

face the repercussions in the coming time which will come with the compromising of 

population’s advancement. Extinguishing of numerous types of creatures and plants and 

losing eco-friendly ways of working, speeds up hazardous problems, which is an output of 

outrageous aftereffects of population explosion.  

IMPACTS OF OVER POPULATION  

• Deforestation  

• Farming impacts  

• Climate change  

• Welfare  

• Energy requests  

•           Destitution 

• The decay of regular assets  

DEFORESTATION 

The human populace builds step by step in this way is identified with these deforestation 

pressures. More individuals mean more food more woods and more kindling. Appropriately, 

globalization likewise prompts support steadiness for individuals' prompts chopping down 

trees and woodlands for their endurance. This prompts deforestation. The untamed life and 
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regular environment awkward nature appropriately, which prompts creatures moving towards 

urban areas and now and then toward towns. It is well a well-established reality that 

deforestation prompts lessen the capacity of trees to catch carbon dioxide (CO2) which 

prompts ozone harming substance issues.  

Consistently around 20 million hectares of backwoods were chopped down. At that point, 

things began to accelerate. Since 2016, it was assessed that 28 million hectares of trees have 

been chopped as the year progressed.  

FARMING IMPACTS 

 The extending people improvement prompts more people more food more creation more 

reaps. For dealing with people developing practices have been created to make adequate food 

fittingly. At any rate, heightened developing techniques similarly cause mischief to the local 

climate and the territories which may cause an issue later on. In less made countries, 

generally, people live in commonplace zones and their essential occupation is agribusiness, 

and if the general population extends the land-man extent upset. Per capita openness of land 

for advancement declined from 1.1 segments of land in 1911 to 0.6 segments of land in 1971 

in our country which makes the size of assets little. The little size of assets chooses 

momentum development strategies for water framework and mechanization unbelievable. 

This furthermore prompts the occasion of covered joblessness and underemployment in the 

green territory. It prompts obstruct and notwithstanding the decline in land available for 

developing similarly concerning building houses, mechanical offices, clinical centers, retail 

outlets, informative associations, roads and rail line tracks, etc. Accordingly, the 

advancement of people hinders agrarian unforeseen development and makes various issues.  

NATURAL CHANGE 

 Across the globe, about 90% of set up scientists agree that human activities are striking 

climatic changes and unbalancing the Ecosystem. People directly partner to climatic changes 

which lead to Natural outcomes over Earth. The maltreatment of coal, oil, and combustible 

gas, truly affects our present situation. Besides, the amazing climb in the number of vehicles 

and undertakings has seriously affected the idea of air. The climb in the proportion of CO2 

surges prompts a perilous air deviation. Condensing of polar ice covers, changing climate 

plans, rise in sea levels several outcomes that we may have to look at as a result of normal 

pollution.  
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WELFARE 

Overpopulation has impacted the individual fulfillment of late. It is like manner shows 

negative ramifications for money-related status, guidance, public action of people, prosperity, 

and business workplaces. Bit by bit, the extension of people prompts higher availability of 

food, refuge, and work for step by step needs and perseverance. A colossal degree of 

complete people advancement occurs in less made countries. Along these lines, a lower 

future achieved by the impacts on people is fit by less-made nations. This causes a lack of 

resources in these countries and finally results in a sharp fall in their future.  

ENERGY REQUIRED 

 Growing populace prompts more energy requests, more individuals more food, and more 

utilization of assets. For the satisfaction, all things considered, and needs of individuals, 

Energy requests could likewise increment in like manner which might be responsible to 

power, utilization of characteristic payable water, and common assets.  

DESTITUTION 

 One of the main sources of the total populace can be neediness. The absence of instruction 

assets and quickly expanding populace development may prompt destitution. Some other 

significant factor incorporates the absence of sex instruction, family arranging, and financial 

significand prompts destitution. A gigantic piece of their resources for raising their wards. It 

achieves less Rising people extends desperation in India. People need to spend a saving and 

low speed of capital game plan. Subsequently, the improvement in the progress method gets 

abnormal. It infers low effectiveness of work. The decay of characteristic assets: as we realize 

that human populace development influences the common assets more populace more 

individuals to lead to the requirement for more freshwater, more land, and more apparel, and 

so forth By a particular overview it was held that overconsumption of normal assets, for 

instance, gas, copper, and zinc items are assessed to decrease in the following 20 years.  

SOLUTIONS TO CONTROL OVERPOPULATION 

To control the populace development and satisfaction of requests the public authority of the 

nation should make genuine significant strides and embrace a few approaches with the goal 

that the monetary development of the nation continues to increment according to the requests 
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of the developing populace development. Government should increment and give better 

schooling and information, give government assistance and training to ladies separately.  

 One of the essential measures is to execute strategies for intelligent social alteration. 

Instructing the bounty assists them with seeing the need to have one or 2 children at the 

premier. Essentially, instruction assumes a huge part in understanding the latest advances and 

delivering the information to the generation accordingly. Delivering better and advance 

family planning strategies to the village end rural areas to encourage people to act 

accordingly. And directs the effects of population on the environment and their demerits to 

nature and earth and their survival. 

There should be a law of 2 child standard not exclusively in our country anyway wherever the 

globe that is extra apparently to help wellbeing, instruction, sustenance surprisingly 

regardless of topographical limits. Our Prime Minister should show A drive to figure during 

this bearing and again to demonstrate the Indian proclamation of "Vasudha Kumbhakar" 

which suggests the absolute world could be a family.  

CONCLUSION 

Overpopulation has served truly debilitating unfavorable impacts on the plan, environmental 

factors, the government assistance of people, and nature and life living spaces. For prevailing 

such, the created and non-industrial countries should take genuine measures to downsize the 

development so the matter can be controlled for acceptable. a few compelling mindfulness 

projects and approaches should be presented concerning prevailing increment and the 

instruction rate should be expanded in numerous country religions so the populace can be 

controlled subsequently.  

A 2-infant standard for each couple whenever sanctioned, with preferably a lady and a kid, 

could be a property and a successful methodology of edge the populace threat and keeping up 

the sex quantitative connection which can be fixed at each generation. This could be upheld 

exclusively by people. There should be a total populace strategy as endeavors of 1 country or 

few countries wouldn't be accordingly significant. The over-populace disadvantage should be 

drawn closer as an overall downside. it's the ideal opportunity for all nations to oversee the 

populace to have property life on earth while not abusing the privileges of others and life.  
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